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Abstract—The binary Floating-Point Unit (FPU) of the
POWER7 processor is a 5.5 cycle Fused Multiply-Add (FMA)
design, fully compliant with the IEEE 754-2008 standard.
Unlike previous PowerPC designs, the POWER7 FPU merges
the scalar and vector FPUs into a single unit executing three
floating-point instruction sets: the single and double precision
scalar set, the single precision VMX vector set, and the new
single and double precision VSX vector and scalar set. Due to a
compact buffer-free floorplan and several optimizations in the
data and control flow, the streamlined POWER7 FPU achieves
a factor of 2 area reduction over the POWER6 design, beyond
the normal technology shrink. This results in a very power
and area efficient FPU design, supporting a chip frequency of
4.14GHz. A single 64-bit FPU instance measures only 0.26mm2

in 45nm CMOS SOI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All major server processors nowadays have a scalar and
a vector FPU, where the vector FPU is part of the Vector
Media eXtension (VMX) [1–3]. Originally, the vector exten-
sion has been introduced for speeding up media and graphics
applications, for which single precision floating-point (SP)
was good enough. In recent years, most vector extensions
have added double precision floating-point (DP) to target
compute-intensive numerical applications. Introduced in the
POWER7 processor [4–6], VSX is the DP vector and scalar
extension for PowerPC.

When vectorizing floating-point (FP) applications, there
is usually a combination of vector and scalar code segments
which work on the same data. This requires a smooth data
exchange between the scalar and vector unit, and therefore
suggests VSX to be an extension of scalar DP. On the other
hand, the scalar registers are only 64-bit wide, whereas the
vector SP and vector DP both require wider 128-bit registers.
Thus, VSX should actually be an extension of both scalar
DP and vector SP, and the vector and scalar FPUs should be
merged into a single unit. This eliminates the overhead for
vector-scalar data transfer through storage. Implementation
wise, such a merged FPU has a twofold benefit for chip
area and power consumption: In a conventional design, a
processor core which can issue two DP instructions, no
matter whether they are scalar or 2-way SIMD vector, would
need a total of six FPUs, i.e., two for scalar and four for
vector, whereas with a merged vector-scalar FPU, the core
can execute the same amount of FP instructions with only

four FPUs. In an out-of-order processor core, each register
file needs a large rename space. When merging the vector
and scalar FPUs, the combined register file needs to hold
both sets of architected registers, but the rename space can
be shared between the vector and scalar operations, reducing
the overall register file size significantly. Having the VSX
as an extension of the scalar and vector FPU forces the
merged register file to be architected, such that not only it
behaves for old scalar FPU code and for VMX code like for
the original split register files, but also that the new VSX
instructions can access all three register sets. Besides being
the first implementation of the VSX extension, the POWER7
FPU had challenging area and power targets.

The POWER6 core [7] has two binary 64-bit scalar
FPUs [8, 9] and a vector FPU with four 32-bit FPU
instances [1] and a vector fixed-point (FX) multiplier. Scaled
into 45nm technology, these units would account together for
about 2.5mm2, and a single 64-bit FPU for about 0.46mm2.
The POWER7 replaced all these units by four 64-bit FPUs,
with 0.26mm2 each. Thus, a single 64-bit instance of the
POWER7 FPU is 1.8 times smaller than the POWER6
design. The total FPU area even shrank by a factor 2.5,
despite increased functionality and a two times higher DP
throughput.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND MICRO-ARCHITECTURE

The POWER7 Vector-Scalar Unit (VSU) implements the
original scalar binary FPU architecture and the VMX and
VSX extensions. Architecturally, it consists of a 128-bit wide
vector register file VSR with 64 entries, a scalar and a
vector binary FPU and various vector FX units. The latter
perform vector FX arithmetic, data permutations and bit
manipulations.

A. Embedding the Register Files

The 128-bit wide VSR combines the 32 64-bit wide
Floating-Point Registers (FPR) and the 32 128-bit wide
VMX Vector Registers (VR) into a single uniform register
set. As depicted in Fig. 1, the FPR is mapped to the bits 0
to 63 of VSR[0:31] and the VR is mapped to VSR[32:63].
The VSX scalar and vector instructions can access all 64
VSR. This doubles the architected register space compared
to previous designs and allows for more aggressive com-
piler optimizations. For backward compatibility, the original
scalar FPU instructions can only access bits 0 to 63 of
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Figure 1. Mapping of the three FPU register files onto the VSR

VSR[0:31]. On a scalar read access, bits 64 to 127 of the
source registers are ignored, and after a scalar write, bits
64 to 127 of the target register become undefined. The
POWER7 implementation partitions the VSR in two double-
word parts, one for bits 0 to 63 and the other for bits 64
to 127, which can be updated separately. Scalar operations
update the high part (bits 0 to 63) of the register only, and
a valid flag is indicating whether the low part of a given
register is valid or undefined. When a vector operation reads
a register with invalid bits 64 to 127, these bits are cleared.
The valid bit for the second double word allows the VSU
to save power on scalar writes, since only half the register
file is updated, and still prevents undefined data from being
observed by other instructions or programs. This is important
for application isolation and for data protection.

B. Heterogeneous Precision Arithmetic

The VMX and VSX vector FP instructions support 2-
way SIMD double-precision data and 4-way SIMD single-
precision data in the VSR. Each SP and DP elements
are in 32-bit and 64-bit IEEE-754 memory format respec-
tively [10]. For the vector instructions, register file and
memory use the same data format. For scalar FP instructions,
data are stored in 64-bit DP format in the register file, no
matter whether SP or DP. Thus, when programs combine
SP scalar and vector register data, explicit data conversions
between 64-bit scalar SP and 32-bit vector SP format are
needed.

On a scalar SP-load instruction, the memory data in 32-
bit SP format is converted to the 64-bit DP format before
being written to the register file, whereas a scalar SP-store
instruction converts the 64-bit DP register file data to 32-
bit SP format before writing to memory. The operands of
scalar SP arithmetic instructions are 64-bit DP register file
data. The intermediate result is rounded to SP with a single
rounding error and then converted to 64-bit DP format before
being written to the register file. All scalar arithmetic FP
operations come in two flavours, either rounding to SP
or DP precision. Since 64-bit operands can be SP or DP
values, this is a straightforward way for supporting the

heterogeneous precision arithmetic required by the IEEE-
754-2008 standard [10].

C. Efficient Support of Subnormal Numbers

Given the specific register file format for scalar FP data,
conversion from SP data into 64-bit DP format occurs within
any scalar SP load or arithmetic operation. For SP numbers
in the normal SP data range, the conversion is very fast and
achieved by padding the fraction with 29 trailing zeros and
rebiasing the exponent. The new DP exponent E’ is the SP
exponent E plus the difference of the two biases:

E′ = E − biasSP + biasDP = E − 127 + 1023 = E + 896

The bias difference 89610=38016 can be applied by inserting
three copies of the inverse of the most significant exponent
bit: E′ = 〈E0Ē0Ē0Ē0E1E2E3E4E5E6E7〉.

For SP subnormal numbers, the exponent is rebiased to
38116, then the fraction is normalized and the exponent
is adjusted by the normalization shift amount. This would
require an additional normalization stage for SP results on
the FPU execution pipeline and on the load datapath. Former
implementations [11] avoid the extra normalization step
by storing SP subnormal numbers in an intermediate 65-
bit format including the implied integer bit, in which the
exponent is rebiased to 38116 and the fraction is padded
with 29 trailing zeros. This additional information makes it
possible to distinguish between SP subnormal and DP nor-
mal numbers, both with an exponent of 38116. This scheme
worked well when scalar FP data were only consumed by
the scalar FPU. Now that scalar DP data are also accessed by
vector FX and vector SP instructions, the register file needs
to store the data with the exact architected bit pattern. Thus,
the POWER7 VSU and FPU need at least an indicator to
distinguish between three data types: vector data in proper
architected format (type-1), scalar DP data in intermediate
format matching the architected pattern (type-2), and scalar
DP data not matching the architected pattern (type-3).

Data of the first two types can be shared among all the
subunits of the VSU, but type-3 data are only understood by
the FPU and actions need to be taken before they can be used
by other parts of the VSU. Instead of using the implied bit,
POWER7 adds to each register a “dirty” flag which is zero
for type-1/2 data and one for type-3 data. Type-1/2 are held
in architected format. For type-3 data, the dirty flag replaces
the implied bit enabling the FPU to properly handle data
when performing scalar FP or vector DP operations. When
such an operand is either accessed by another unit, used as
vector SP operand, or as FX operand, then a flush-request is
triggered. The hypervisor then executes normalizing vector-
DP-moves on every register file entry, converting type-3 data
into architected format. After that, the instruction causing the
flush request is reissued.
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Figure 2. Pipeline Partitioning of the POWER7 floating-point unit

III. PIPELINE STRUCTURE

The POWER7 VSU comprises four DP FPUs, a vector
FXU and a 128-bit wide permute unit, all assigned to two
execution pipes. Both execute scalar SP and DP instructions,
as well as vector DP instructions. Pipe 1 also executes
permute instructions, hence using one or two FPUs. Pipe
0 also executes vector FX instructions and vector SP in-
structions, hence requiring one FPU for scalar code, two
for vector DP, and all four FPUs for vector SP. The FPU
data-flow is derived from the POWER6 design, in which
64-bit FX multiplications were also executed in addition
to scalar FP operations. These required 33 partial products
in the Booth multiplier, i.e., 6 more than needed for a
conventional 53× 53-bit DP multiplier. The extra partial
products caused an additional compression stage in the
multiplier reduction tree. With a very high frequency design,
this resulted in inconvenient cycle boundaries throughout
the whole pipeline (Fig. 2). The POWER6 FPU therefore
achieves the performance critical 6-cycle back-to-back la-
tency only by forwarding unrounded results, only within an
FPU instance. Forwarding to the remote FPU takes an extra
cycle and the fully rounded result can be used after 8 cycles
at the earliest. Forwarding unrounded results requires a fix-
up step inside of the multiplier and cannot handle overflow
and underflow cases. These forwarding cases require flushes.

In order to simplify the issue rules for the out-of-order
execution, the POWER7 core requires symmetric forwarding
latencies for local and remote FPU. For performance rea-
sons, a 6-cycle back-to-back latency is mandatory and flush
conditions must be kept to a minimum. As a consequence,
the POWER7 FPU needs to provide the fully rounded result
after 5.5 cycles, so that there is half a cycle for distributing
it to local and remote FPU. This requires shortening the
POWER6 FPU pipeline by roughly one stage. The 64-bit FX
multiplication is moved back to the scalar FXU, to reduce
the number of partial products and consequently reduce the
delay of the multiplier. Though, without any extra partial
product, the short vector FX multiplies are handled by the
FPU. This way, much more convenient cycle boundaries
could be achieved, as depicted in Fig. 3. Multiplier and
aligner fit in the first two stages of the pipe, followed by
two stages for the addition, one stage to normalize the
intermediate result, and one stage for rounding and packing.
Such a pipeline structure allows forwarding at the end of the
sixth cycle.

The adder handles rounding and saturation for the integer
results, which is not needed on the FP arithmetic path, so
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Figure 3. Pipeline Diagram of the POWER7 floating-point unit

it can be removed from the critical path. The integer results
are not needed for fast forwarding and are therefore muxed
into the final pack step after the exit point for 5.5-cycle
forwarding. The normalizer and leading-zero-anticipator pre-
compute the sticky bits and carry-out information for dif-
ferent target precisions. This is done by compressing the
shifted out bits in parallel with the actual shifting. Also the
leading ones are reduced to speed up the carry propagation
for a potential increment during rounding. In addition it pre-
computes exponent wraps for overflow and underflow cases.
Special exponent biasing is used to allow fast underflow
detection and to free-up one exponent cycle for the rounding
pre-computations (Section IV).

With these modifications, the fully rounded FP result
is available after 5.5 cycles in an internal representation.
Special cases like Infinity and Zero are indicated using
special flags. The result and flags are forwarded to the local
and remote FPU and muxed directly into the operand latches,
bypassing any operand formatting. The special value flags
are used to bypass the special value detection logic in the
format step. At the end of the pipeline a packing circuit
reformats the data from the internal FPU format to the
architected register file data format. It also muxes in the
integer results and potential constants into the result register.
From there, the properly formatted result is distributed via a
forwarding network to all subunits of the VSU, including the
FPUs and the register file. Thus, the FPUs themselves can
use a FP result after 6 cycles, whereas FX results produced
by the FPU can only be forwarded after 7 cycles.

IV. EXPONENT PATH

The exponent path computes the shift amounts for the
mantissa data path, overflow and underflow conditions, and
the result exponent. The most critical paths of the exponent
logic run through the underflow checks and the computation
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of the normalization shift amount. This section shows how a
new internal exponent representation simplifies and speeds-
up these two timing critical paths.

A. Conventional Exponent Scheme

The calculation of the final exponent of an FMA instruc-
tion A×C+B includes several steps: First, the product expo-
nent is calculated as ep = ea + ec. If B is much larger than
the product P, then es = eb (case 1). If B is larger than P but
their fractions overlap such that ep +57 > eb > ep +3 (case
2) then the resulting exponent of the sum is es = ep + 57.
Otherwise es = ep + 3 (case 3). Then, the Leading Zero
Count LZC of the sum is computed. For cases 1 and 2,
it is derived from the aligner shift amount and the leading
zeros of operand B. For case 3, it is provided by a leading
zero anticipator operating on the trailing 110 bits of the sum.

Depending on the underflow mask, when the result expo-
nent er shall not drop below emin, the normalization shift-
amount nsha must be limited to nsha = min(LZC, es −
emin). The underflow is then detected when LZC > es−emin

and the exponent after normalization is en = es − nsha. If
the mantissa rounding creates a carry-out (cout), er must be
incremented, i.e., er = en + cout. Comparing er against emax

permits to detect an overflow.
Since the exponent of intermediate results of an FMA

operation can be much larger than the final exponent, a
wider intermediate format is needed, as seen in Fig. 4-
left. The POWER6 FPU handles the conventional 13-bit
exponent representation using bias13b = 409510 making all
intermediate exponents positive. The value e of the biased
exponent E written in memory format can be calculated
as e = E − bias, where the bias for SP and DP data are
12710 and 102310 respectively. In order to check, whether
an internal exponent underflows or overflows, the exponent
is compared against the boundaries E′min and E′max of the
target precision.

E′minSP |DP = eminSP |DP + bias13b = 396910|307310

E′maxSP |DP = emaxSP |DP + bias13b = 422210|511810

This scheme requires 13-bit comparators to check each
intermediate value for overflow and underflow conditions.

B. Improved Exponent Scheme

Instead of the 13-bit format with 13-bit bias, we use a
13-bit biased two’s complement format, rebiasing exponents
with the minimum exponent eminT of the target precision,
i.e., eminSP = −12610 for SP results and eminDP = −102210

for DP results. since operands and result can have different
precisions, they are rebiased as follows:

E′
SP = eSP |DP − eminT = ESP |DP − biasSP |DP − eminT

The exponent boundaries for SP and DP targets become:

E′minSP |DP = eminSP |DP − eminT = 0|0
E′maxSP |DP = emaxSP |DP − eminT = 25310|204510

Figure 4. Computing product exponent and checking for underflow with
the conventional re-biasing (left) and the new re-biasing scheme (right)

The value emin is mapped to 0 for all target precisions, so
that intermediate exponents smaller than emin are negative.
Thus, the underflow check becomes a simple inspection of
the sign bit of the exponent, saving the 13-bit comparator
of the conventional scheme.

ep < eminT ↔ E′
p = ep − eminT < 0

Given the rebiasing, E′
s = es − emin, thus limiting nsha

becomes nsha = min(LZC, E′
s). The right part of Fig. 4

shows the computation of the product exponent, checking
it for underflow, and computing the limit E′

p − E′min.
The new rebiasing scheme allows removing several 13-
bit comparators in the exponent logic, especially on the
underflow check. Hence, it results in a faster and more area-
efficient exponent logic.

V. COMPACT FLOORPLAN

In a high frequency design, a signal can barely cross an
FPU on default wire using M1 to M5 [6]. Thus, a compact
floorplan with short and efficient wiring on all major buses is
required to close timing. For an FPU, a good floorplan needs
to match the structure of Fig. 3 well. The operands reach
the FPU via the operand latches and go in parallel through
aligner and multiplier into the adder. The 160-bit wide sum is
processed by normalizer and rounder feeding into the result
latch. Multiplier and aligner are equally timing critical and
therefore should be very close to operand latches and adder.
For fast result forwarding within the VSU, rounder and result
latch should be near the top of the FPU.

The two-stack U-shaped floorplan from [1] (Fig. 5, top)
fulfill these requirements. However there are three aspects
which can be improved: First, long wires on the return path
from the rounder to the result latch over the multiplier add
extra delay to the result forwarding path and worsen the
timing of the multiplier. Second, two 110-bit horizontal data
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Figure 5. Floorplan of a two-stack and a three-stack U-shaped FPU

buses run over the aligner, producing horizontal wire conges-
tion at unit level. Third, the exponent logic is distributed over
the whole unit stressing the otherwise less timing critical
exponent path.

Our new three-stack FPU floorplan (Fig. 5, bottom) keeps
the advantages of the two-stack floorplan and overcomes
its shortcomings. Multiplier and aligner are both placed
between operand latches and adder, resulting in very short
data buses. The third stack is used for the backend of the
pipe, i.e., adder output, normalizer and rounder which can
be connected buffer-free with very short wires. Even the
result bus becomes shorter. The exponent, control, and divide
logic are placed outside of the main data-flow to reduce wire
congestion. The exponent is a single macro which allows for
very short internal wires and fast connections to operand
latches, aligner, normalizer, and rounder. This results in a
very compact and virtually buffer free floorplan with no
wire congestion, in which all major buses are short, allowing
detuning the devices within the macros, improving timing,
area and power.

VI. SUMMARY

The POWER7 FPU is the first implementation of the new
VSX extension, providing vector DP capability. The scalar
FPU is embedded into the VSU with its four-way SIMD
SP and two-way SIMD DP. That allows for efficient mixing
of vector and scalar FP code, and doubles the architected
registers available to both FPU types. The implementation
merges the vector and scalar FPU into a single unit, instan-
tiated four times per core in a very area and power efficient
design. Compared to the POWER6 core, the POWER7 FPUs
can perform twice as many DP operations per cycle in a
2.5 times smaller area on top of the normal technology
shrink. Merging the vector and scalar FPUs accounts for
a factor 1.35. Streamlining the 64-bit FPU pipeline and
reducing the frequency account for the remaining factor
of 1.8. Its compact 3-stack floorplan requires virtually no
buffers, shortens all critical buses and allows detuning of
devices. Removing the 64-bit FX multiplier resulted in more
natural partitioning of the pipe stages and significantly fewer
registers. A different exponent rebiasing scheme allows
for a smaller and less timing critical exponent logic. Pre-
computing rounding information throughout the pipeline is
a key for achieving a half-cycle rounder and supporting 6-
cycle result forwarding to both FPUs.
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